[Perspective] Delta Radiomics — Potential Role in Head Neck Cancer
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Abstract

Introduction: Delta radiomics is a tool used to assess the response of oncologic patients undergoing immunotherapy. It extracts high-dimensional quantitative features from medical images, providing information about cancer’s phenotype, genotype, and tumoral microenvironment. This analysis could help avoid invasive procedures and help choose the most suitable therapeutic in multiple therapeutic options. Radiomics has gained interest as an imaging biomarker for predicting response to various immunotherapies. Delta radiomics assesses feature variations from one time point to another based on subsequent images, offering higher value for treatment-outcome prediction or patient stratification into risk categories. It has potential benefits for clinical endpoints in oncology, such as differential diagnosis, prognosis, treatment response prediction, and evaluation of side effects. Further research with prospective and multicentre studies is needed for clinical validation of delta radiomics approaches.

Statement of CLINICAL SIGNIFICANCE: In head and neck oncology, delta radiomics can be used to enhance the precision of diagnosis, assess tumor response, forecast normal tissue toxicity, predict clinical outcome, and pinpoint characteristics for treatment modification. Patients’ quality of life may be enhanced by it. It can support post-treatment surveillance. Additionally, it can support the delivery of individualized care based on a patient's reaction to medication and radiation.
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Introduction

For patient monitoring, treatment response assessment, and diagnosis, medical imaging is essential. Radiomic image analysis has enhanced clinical decision-making through sophisticated mathematical and statistical analysis, based on phenotype, genotype, and molecular features. Additionally, [1] AI techniques have increased the precision of image segmentation, detection, classification, and treatment outcome prediction. One can classify radiomic features into statistical, model-based, texture-based, transform-based, statistical, and shape-based categories. In order to enhance readability, they can be taken out of 3-dimensional (3D) volumes or 2-dimensional (2D) regions of interest (ROIs). Unmodified or discretized gray-level intensities can be used to compute statistical features. For head and neck cancer, radiomics has been suggested as a prognostic biomarker. The International Working Group created Response Assessment Criteria in Solid Tumours, and it is essential to use oncological imaging to assess treatment response. Rapid technological advancements have necessitated modifications, though, including the assessment of target lesions, pathological lymph nodes, disease progression, and the application of 18F-FDG PET to identify novel lesions. Immunotherapy's unique mechanisms of action and unusual response patterns that approximate tumor growth have changed imaging data since its introduction. [2][3][4][5]

In order to detect cancer, predict patient outcomes, and make clinical decisions, texture analysis is a technique used to extract quantitative imaging characteristics from medical images. It is a difficult field of study before practical implementation, though, because of issues with the robustness and consistency of derived parameters between scans or with varying acquisition settings. [6][7][8][9]

Medical imaging methods such as radiomics and delta-radiomics are essential to personalized precision medicine. Radiomics offers data on tumor microenvironment, genotype, and cancer phenotype that can be used for prognostication and diagnosis. In order to predict treatment response early, delta radiomics evaluates treatment-induced net change in radiomic characteristics over time. It looks at feature variance frequently before and after treatment at different acquisition time points. More precise clinical outcome prediction is possible with deep learning techniques, particularly for aggressive, radioresistant tumors. To help with early therapy evaluation, delta analysis takes texture characteristics into account as proxy biomarkers of clinical endpoints. [10][11][12]

Due to its reliance on image capture and reconstruction parameters, which cause notable differences between datasets, radiomics has certain limitations. To take acquisition date variations in features into consideration, "delta radiomics" was developed. This methodology allows for the examination of the effects of feature modifications following designated stages in the patient's workflow, such as biological events, therapy, or time. Delta radiomics is a fascinating field of research, but its results are controversial and varied, making it difficult to generalize and apply. Individualized therapy is made possible by the removal of inter-patient variability through the use of delta radiomics, which analyzes data for one patient over time. [13][14][15][16][17][18][19]

In metastatic melanoma patients, combining conventional and delta radiomics improves treatment response prediction by differentiating between pseudo-progression and advancement of the disease. While differences in image processing and
segmentation techniques may lead to biased data interpretation, delta radiomics can forecast radiologic responses. Suggestions for harmonization are essential for future expansion. [20][21]

Head neck cancer

The distinct anatomy and radiobiology of head and neck carcinomas make them formidable therapeutic challenges, frequently leading to treatment failure or recurrence. Effective treatment requires an evaluation of critical characteristics such as hypoxia, proliferative capacity, proportion of cancer stem cells, radioresistance, and HPV status. Monitoring tumor response and treatment-related side effects enhances the therapeutic index and patient quality of life, while biomarkers and pharmacogenetics can help stratify patients and improve management. Progress in molecular and functional imaging facilitates precise diagnosis and treatment planning. [13][22][23]

The term "delta-radiomics features" refers to radiographic techniques that employ machine learning to quantify features from radiological images. These features measure changes in tumor areas brought about by therapy and are associated with treatment response or outcome in a variety of cancer types. Because there are few patient cohorts available, machine learning techniques for predicting treatment outcomes in medical physics applications frequently encounter limitations. Deep learning techniques may only observe a small area around training samples and overfit training data, which may result in an inaccurate representation of all patients. The current research focuses on enhancing model performance by utilizing new imaging or detection modalities, selecting new features, investigating features, and introducing novel classifiers. [24][25][26][27] For early HNC locoregional recurrence prediction, the study proposes a robust post-treatment model that can be enhanced by adding new algorithms to the model or by gathering additional patient data. The method increases clinicians’ confidence in predictions for particular patient groups by defining an acceptable reliability threshold for HNC locoregional recurrence prediction. [28]

Early detection of adverse events in head and neck cancer can be achieved by using delta radiomics, a technique that detects changes in radiomic features on CT images and salivary functionality. Reductions in the surface area of the parotid gland were found to be strongly correlated with the development of xerostomia 6 and 12 months after radiation therapy, indicating a correlation between delta radiomics changes in the parotid gland and later xerostomia. [29] Barua and associates [30] According to the study, 21 patients with oropharyngeal carcinoma had an early prediction of mandibular osteoradionecrosis using quantitative ultrasound (QUS) delta radiomics, which may improve the prognosis in HNSCC. When the endpoint is closer to hand, delta radiomics analysis is the best surrogate biomarker, which facilitates the testing of various approaches. Although more clinical research is required to confirm these findings, a study found that Delta Texture analysis features were more robust than Texture analysis features, suggesting their potential for early treatment response assessment and tailored therapies. [6]

Limitations challenges
Radiomics has shortcomings such as lack of robustness and reproducibility, despite its potential. A subfield of radiomics called delta-radiomics compares CT scans and evaluates changes that occur during treatment or due to outside influences by concentrating on variations of radiomic features at various times. This technique's consistent acquisition parameters make it more repeatable across centers. Notwithstanding these drawbacks, radiomics continues to be of great scientific interest. [6][31]

As shown by Liu et al., who used a delta radiomics signature to predict anti-PD-1 immunotherapy response in advanced NSCLC, delta-radiomics signatures can differentiate responders in advanced NSCLC, bladder cancer, and melanoma, predict free-progression-survival in gastric cancer treated with ICIs, and offer a solution when conventional radiomics fails. [32] Although Welch et al. [33] have put safety measures in place for radiomic models, patients' compliance with imaging schedules and the creation of datasets are hampered by standardized image parameters and hybrid imaging fusion algorithms.

Conclusion

Although delta radiomics has intriguing implications for evaluating treatment response, more large-scale multicentric cohort studies and prospective designs are required to validate these results. It is necessary to demonstrate in clinical settings the role of delta radiomics in various cancer types. In head and neck oncology, delta radiomics can be used to enhance the precision of diagnosis, assess tumor response, forecast normal tissue toxicity, predict clinical outcome, and pinpoint characteristics for treatment modification. Patients' quality of life may be enhanced by it. It can support post-treatment surveillance. Additionally, it can support the delivery of individualized care based on a patient's reaction to medication and radiation.
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